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The six. papers assembled in this cal

at Indiana University on March 20-22,

PREFACE
.0.

)

lection were prepared_for a conference held

, and sponsored jointly(by Indiana University

if,,and Purdue University The purpose of the conference was to report the results of a two

year study of university curriculum development in science and public policy undertaken'

by the sponsor'

. Attendance at th
..

universities under a grant from the National Science Foundation,

conference Was by invitation to representatives of.twenty -two universities,.

located chiefly in the Middle West., which had indicated an interest in tile develaupment

-.'

of research and teaching in' the newly developing academic field of science end public'
4

. .

policy

GI y

The scope of the conference was broader than the experience of the sponsoring
01

universities. Although their experiene was reported to the conference, a broader range
,

. / ..
of issues was liwectaced and discussed - The participatiim of Senai tor Fred Harris',

s.,

Chairmen of the Senate Subcommittee on Povernment,Research dnd of Philip Yeager
/ -, . -

of the staff of the House of .Repre'sentatives Committee on Science and Astronautics

brought issues-and problems of science policy directly befo.re the conference, Ire con -

iributions of these representatives of Congressional policy-making for science arld technology

provide the opening and closing pagers of this collection ci.; they did at the conference -
%

q 4

'The "four'intervening papers were prepared by university represenfailves who, each in his

own' way, has done pioneering work in the development of science and-public pot icy studies

'in American universities'
.

.

. l 'As the conference discussions Wete discersive,gyvide-ranging
4

and inevitably
.

..

"\ccasionally repetitive, no 4tteir/npt wasmade to reconstruct'a trInsctipt of actua

i
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deliberations'. The sessions were "wolking sessions" and were not intended to be productive

of polished discourse_ But the ,popers, preparedtO help structure the conference and bring'

to it some of the reality of the science policy process, could be made available to
,

a

wider audience Requests for the papga were received from institutions unable to

send representqti,pies tothe conference and from numbers of other persons interested in

this generalsubject matter- The sponsoring universitie and the National Science Foundation

therefore agreed that an inexpensive reproduction of the
,
paper's for general circulation

would be useful dnci.c.oniistent with the objectives of the contprence/
On behalf of the authors, the spOnsors would like"to make it clear to the readers

that these papers, although serious in purpose and substance, are not presented as pro-

ducts,of schOlarly research TheY are largely tlielations of experience, Some of them,

notably the contribution of EugeneB Skolnikoff, report the-results of original investiga-,

Hon, For the most part, however, they are deliberately subjective and informal !his
- .
in no way diminishes their valve for the purpose forlwhich they were intended and for

which they are now more generaliy available, They repiesent shcired insight and

experience rather than outcomes of scientific research

In a very rear sense the remarks of Senator Harris at the opening of the conference

may be described as the invocation of aconcerned cal, for action by the

universities to respond more 'effectively to the need for a better understanding of human

behavior. He called for the kind of national attention to the social sc;ences thgt the

physical sciences have received since World War I. The question of whether a Social.

Science 'Foundation would be the most promising avenue to this objective'v.as discussed

only briefly at thefconference he possible Itidvantages Of a funding agency for public

I
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policy-studies was recognized. There Was some., doubt as to the readiness of the scientific
lw

-
community generally to accept policy-oriented research as "science," or to agree that

anyone other than persons properly accredited as scientists could be legitimate students

of cience policy. Nevertlpeless, many participants felt that the study of public policy'

for science and technology required the interaction of scholars in all fields of scieng,

and that,`at leost for the preserit, the National Science Foundation was the logical

forum in which this field of policy studies should be considered.

Dr. David Heebink of the Office of Planning and Policy Studies described the

efforts of the National. Sc ience Foundation to assist the universities in the'development

of centers for the study of science and public policy, He told the conference that the

Foundation was definitely committed to assistance in this area, although the`extent of

assistance was, of, course, contingent on budgetary considerations.

The conference did not attempt to reach findings or recommendations. It was

,, not directed toward, this kindtlf outcome. Certain coriusron's regarding the develop-

' ment of science and public policy in American universities were, however, implicit

in the discussions and were often reinforced by the papers. in summary; these con-

clusiors were:

I. The study of public poliCyanadMinistration relating to scie ce

and technology, is certain to.beccme increasingly importar in t

universitiqs.in the years ahead. -

,

2. The interest in science poliaXstudies is much greater than the action
*

in American universities, and f
' 9,

.51

A

o reasons:



a. the stud of science policy has no "natural" home among the disciplines--

academic organization does not generally facilitate its study, and)
b. money to support teaching and research in science and public policy

has been severely limited (With the notableeirceppons of Columbia

University and Harvard Universitx).

3. University programs in science, technology and pubic polic7srequjee,

mulfiLdisciplinary involvement: There are' various ways to obtain this

involvement, however, and no single 'patter? of program organization

seems equally appropripte to all universities. . 4 '4.

4. The successuldirection and' development of a program of study do.es11414

seem to require some formaIization of responsicility and a clear indication

of legitimate institutional status and support. Nearly all of the universities

that have taken lead in this area of study have established centers,

institutes or programs for this purpose.

5. The most urgent financial needs are for

a- financial assistance to pre'and post doctoral students to 'pursue studies

in the field. The multi-disciplinary character of science policy studies

tends to place them outside the coundaries ofeligibility for assistantships

or fellowships in the conventional disciplines.

grants for research that cross disciplinary lines`and are likely to oe

.given low priority by discipline-oriented review Committees.

iv
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c... 'assistance for studies that help to organize subject matter and

concepts in the emerging field. Bibliographical studies, are important

at this st9ge in the development of the field. (the conference noted, the

. .

completion of the first volume of cibibliography on cadence technology

and public policy prepared, at Indiana University under a contract with

)

the National Science Foundation)..
6. Consistent moral and financial support for university programs In science,

technology and public policy by governInental agencies and foundations

and especially by the National Science Foundation -4, .

The editors would like to acknowledge-the assistance oc the Nation-al Science

Foundation in the funding of he conference and the publication of these papers. Special

appreciation is owed to Mks M. J. CaFlanan who has been the representative of the Nation
,10 . .

Science Foundation principally concerned with this pfoject sinceNts inception.
1
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INTRODUCTION

PUBLIC NEEDS AND UNIVERSITY RESPONSIBILITIES
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY `OR

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

BY SENATOR FRED HARRIS
\II

r
It is hard to overestimate the importance in today's world of public understanding of

the meaning andlimportance of science and technology. It is equally difficult to overem-

0

phasize the need for men and women in government with this understanding, Unfortunately

their numbers are too few-and herein lies a responsibility that our uf;iversities ought to see.

People whoreally understand government and els° know something about science and
.

C. '
technology are very difficult to find'. Not long ago I was lucky enough to find one of

e
L. .

.

these scarce individuals for".our subcommittee staff in the Senate. He had a beichelor's

degree in science, a master's degree in the history of science from Harvard, end a Ph.D. in

political science fron; Georgetown. He ha been working in the Library of Congress in the.'

Science Policy Division on the Legislative Reference Service under Edward Wenk, 'Jr. (who

is another person who cuts across cliisciplinary lines). The difficulty in finding people like

'thisand the rapidly growing need for their services In government - - points out fhe impor-

tance of university training in science, technology anditublic policy.

I Forst became aware of the critical importance of multidisciplinary training in science,

technology and pUblic policy-when the Subcommiftee on Government Research begin to look
ea.

vii
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el-
into the trOad question'ofhow the governmerit.develops policies for research and develop-

, 1,

meet, Actually., al first, our interest was even broader than this. To deal with the prob-

'ems of research in context; we needed to know how the government o the United States
. .

I

actually ;lakes policy in relation to the more Inilusive fields of sciende and technology.

We then had to ask Outset Ls another 'question, which we found was..jUst as difficult, to

answer: How should it make policy? This led us to an appreciation of our need for people

capable of assisting government in this difficult and increasingly important phase of the

public po.l icy process.

Returning to the question of how the gaVernment of the United States presently makes

policy for science and technology, we came to believe that if....rt(ckes it accidentally.

There is something that might be called a national science pol icy, but it is a conglomeration

of decisions made on a fragmented basis. Cumulatively, its pieces add up to some kind of

overall national policy, but it is mostly a.product of inadvertence and accident;

t

Looking first at the policymaking structure of the Executive Department we find that,.

despite the unifying role of-the President; it is very mucil fragmented There has been an

attempt to establish amore coherent national policy with the creation-4f executive order,

not by Congressional acr--of the Office of Science and Technology in the Executive Office

of the President. This is an advance in the right diptction, and that office, headed by an

. ..,,

excellent man, Dr. Donald Hornig, has donea good job. However, we still need an/office
' 0 . .

with the power and prestige which only Legislative authorization could glve it. The 0.S. T.

was created by the Executive, and is, responsible directly to the White- House with wt any
11111

responsibilities to report to.Congr,ess, or to make public statement&T appearances except in

viii
10
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- - :' 1 ) . - ... . ,
. .support of the President's-pre viouslyestettaIrshetrpolicy. It is an,agent of Presidential policy

..,... 1. fr. , 9
. tr4

which is sometimes less than.pclionat poniy, .-..14

.
._.v., : i' ..
,....

' 'Abfo 11:11;i44:3 ag.encie whichThe National Science Fou .1 n 4s st, vi;Itie:ofqhe governme

have to do with science policy in the federal government. But actually, it deals with a

rather small portion of he massive fundswhich the federaltgowrifnent spends for science

and technology Sand its pcillicymakingactivities are relatively slight. 'lie largest portion of

the money is spent by the Atomic Energy Commission, the Departinen.t of Defense, the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the National Institutes of Health. But

.
if this dispersal of authority is the case in thollikir cutin departments and agencies, it is even

. - ,

'0
.. .. I.

more the case-irf the Congress. 4

,_ . 2,. .. ,

TheoreticaUy, the Appropriations Committees in the Senatecand the House,havg
. .. .4 -

government-wie jurisdiction, so that, in the review and justification of the overall budget,

they would haveto make some choices in expenditures- -for example, whether to -put- money

Y
in supersonic transport as oppokd to cancer reseafch. That operatet, however, .only in

theory because the Appropriations eammitteeis et I ge committeethe largest in both the,

Senate and the House. It has enormous burdens in trying to sort out.these choices. .Moreover,

it aCtOally functions through its subcommittees, and these subcomMittees, by and large,
4

follow executive agency priorities. The COnlress does riot gel to make many real choices.

It is not'arganized to make a considered assessment ctitpriorities in relation to national needs.

7'.
Instead, it Usuplly can only react affirmatively ((negatively to specific Issues. Theopirson

who ?its on the Subcommittee, say; for NASA, becomes an expert 'on NASA's budget.

ix
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,
Simildrly if he served on alsubcpmmittee Milk had jurisdiction over fife National',Insti- ,..

,
, - ,

,totes of Health he would become familiar with'therr budgets, -but his information would
. ,

-not help hita- to d ecide 4'whetker we need more space technology and less health rese,arck,
. -

or whetheve should )spend More, or less, on forestry The person who-sits, ontheAppro-

4

priations Subcommittee becomes an expert in the Subcommittee's fields, but not on the

public bUdget generally. Therefore neither of the committees on ap ropri tions are
P

equipped to look at:the broad spectrum of expenditures or'to cons'
, -

priorities.

.

At the present, priority decisions are made in.the Bureau of the Budget, and I am
- ,

not sure that they are, made withthe proper justification. A lot ,of facts are missieg in

the decision-making process. There are, 'however, areas of great rner,it and strength in
.

our science policy system, As someone'once said, iif..you 9et nough basketballs*1'
4,,, "to,,,

bouncing anthe court, one gm two are liable lo go into Ole- b sket.," There issnerft in
....do -

,
,

the feeling that v;,e do not want a science-czar who sits down and decides how, government
.. -

is'geing o spend its money or. science anthis year fidApcirmology. We have set how the
.

.. ..... .. .. .. , .Soviet Union in some fiefs, Using very raonar and controlled decision-naking System--
- ,

-< . ;

although this is somewriat of an oversimplifikation-,has been rerilarkably retarded.from
. ,

OP
C.,

time to time ., Peoplewhohave visited with their counterpa'rts in 9 scientific discipline
110 0.

* .in the SovietUnion report that the Soviefs are very much interested in how the.plUrafittio .2,
4 . '411.-7... ---

Amer,ica' n system works. The Sqi,i-et science policy system hc`it undergone repeated reorga

zatian during the last Acode, which suggests thafthe 'Soviets have nol as'yet founla,
satisfying answerata this prtiblem,

x
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04,

- The second thing we can say, in addition to acknowledging that we don't want a

/science czar, is that we have got to continue to be very much interested in basic researoh.

Any,tite we speak of a goals- oriented policy,-or a science policy at all, we scare a lot of

"people.lhgy think that all th'e basic, research. funds are going to dry up, and-ihat the ern-

s will be onlron tfohnology, or on application and development. Nobody wants to

go to thisextreme, and certainly our subcommittee does not want tb. Obviously, we can-
. ...06

ndt make any prodress` at all unless we continue to expand our basic reservoir df.knowledge

at an accelerated rote. Noronly must we continue what we are doing in basic research,

but we must increasingly expand it.

'Where the conflict in Vietnam is over, a great deal of money is going to be freed.

The President is going to have, to make some decisions about what to do with this money.

A.?And one of the things to be decided on is what to do in the science and technology fields,.

.1.11111
especially in researclyana development At the present time: in our system, the President

t...-

cannot have all the needed facts 61,1s disposal when making o decision. One thing he

needs to know--not necessarily the most important--is what sort of economic impact will
1 I

occur, as a result of various kindso science expenditures. What sort of growth in the
. .

1, I

Gross National Product will we g t from each kind of expenditure, for example? More

impbrtanily, he needs to know what sort of effect these expenditures would have on the

enearmoushuman problems we have in this country. I don't think our pregent declitrn-rnaking

mechanisms permit us to make the kind of rational, conscious policy determinations we.
e

should be able to make.

Until I am sure that we have got something better, however, I do not want to sipplant

xi
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the diverse multiplicity o( approaches that we ,have developed to new knowledge. Dis*--

. organized as it appears to be,, this method has worked spectacularly well in many.ways.

Yet we must consider that it his also worked spectacularly poorly irt many other ways.

It has worked poorly, for example, in the field of the social sciences. The social sciences

never had a Manhattan Project or anything like Sputnik which would have meant increased

visibility and public attention. Attention means, among other things, money. Since

1945 we have had that attention .in the notural and physical sciences, and, as a result,

man can accomplish almost anything today by pushing a button, not excluding the dt)strDc-

tion of the world. We Inow quite a lot about the button and about the machine it activates,

but we know very little more than we did about the man who pushes the button.' We are .

never going to get that knowledge withou't giving the social sciences what they needthe

attention that'they Would get if we established a National SOCial Sciences Foundation.

Let us consider the broad range of social legislation that we have enacted in recent

yearsT-for example , in the war on poverty The war on po,verty haS suffered from two

kinds of shortages, It coula,bave survived one, but two shortages have made its progress

extremely difficult. One has been 'a shortage of dedicated people, of people who are

compassionate, knowledgeable, dedicated, and wil ling to try to cope with these txemen-

dously difficult human problems that are involve43 povertycultural deprivation, racial

,
prejudice, and so forth, Such people are always in short supply The second and more

debrilitatirg shortage is theinadequacy of knowledge and methodology. A man who is

not expecially strongly dedicated to.a Sisk can do a very good job if it can be explained

to'him just exactly what his job is, We need to say: "Your'job is to go Out there to help a man

who has been out of work, who has suffered Some kind of deep psychologic damage during

xii
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the long peribd-when he was looking for work, who has lost some of the armor-plating thbt
.

most of us have that allows us to suffer rebuffs and continue--and here are precisely the

-

steps you must follow to assist that mad. Here is the kind of psychological damage

that he has suffered, and here are the steps, that you tan take to rebuild his motivation

and his selfwconfidence." The mere offering of opportunity to a man like that does not

necessarily bring him back into society. But we, dpn't even know how to do That effec-

tively. We are suffering frarnp crisis of ignorance in relation to our basic social needs.

There area great Many things we dori't I.now about human beihgs, and we really

hadn't realized. that we didn't know them uhtil we got to the critical State thot we have

now reaSecr. In the 1930's we didn't have to worry so much about what_we didn't know,

because things were so bad that any well-iAtention0 act of government seemed to help

somehow, -But now we are building -a permanent poverty class in this country. At a time

when.we are more affluent than ever before, we are trapping people in. poverty with no

chance of escape We are systematically destroying many children in poverty-stricken

areas,. and we do not know how to change the situation, We know sonie things that are
."?

rather obvious, but if we knew more; we could do a better job without having to. experi-

ment ai much, if vie really made carefully weighed public decisions about science and

research and development policies, we c-vould.certainly take a greater interest in the

social sciences.

The same is true in the medical field. Here is anther illustration of the shortcom -n,

ihgs of our present system of establishing science policy.' The United Stated of America,

with a Gross National Proelucit sociring above 800 million dollars, ,now ranks twelfth arming
4

X111

)1.
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industrial nations, in the World in infant mortality. Japan, for example: ranked above

the United States last year in this respect. We'have been holding some hearings this past

year in our Subcommittee on Government Research on the application, developmt, and

use of bio-medicckknowledge, This year we are holding hearings on the ethical, moral,

legal; and economic questions involved in medical advances. Some very difficult public

-policy,questions are involved ih heart transplants, genetic engineering and many other

developments in bio-medical science. We are at the present time on the threshold of

being able to preserve living tissue. Very soon we are going to be in a position where \k'
-

tissue can be kept, for quite same time, We won't have to wait for that until 1984; if is

nearly upon us now, and these are questionsthat society might as well commence to

consider, because they are going to have to be considered before very much longer,

Therdeies a great deal of mysticism bound up in present-day thinking about the humgm-badf.,

after lt'iedead, Perhaps we are not thinking very realistically or even ethically about

these problems These are the kinds of things that government policy ought to look at

before, and not after, the fact.

It is estimated that over 7,700 people could be saved this year by ki,dney

plants, or by use of an artificial kidney. There are'terrible moral questions involved

here for pali,cy-makers And, wh er we know the ,exist or not, these questions aree
just ds terrible for us because tdday we haven't anyriht not to know that they exist.

Infant Mortality is double where poor people Ihie as compfored with the affluent suburbs.

People are dying a few blocks oway from some of thefinest medical faciliit1es the

-world in this, the i4chest and most powerful country in the world. A Negro wan in

xiv
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this country is seven times more likely to die dpring pregnancy-or immediately followmg

delivery; aJ\legro child from one month.to three years is three times more likely to die

than a white child' We are confronted with some difficult judgments now, and we must

begin to face up to our responsibilities. The situation is bad enough in terms of the

present expected life span, What sort of problems are wegoing*to have as life becomes

longer for people? We havecome to theplace where our rivers are r)ot fit for fish-not
I

to mention human beiribs-and the air that we breathe in most 9f our cities is unclean and
dr

.is hazardous to health. These are things that our -policy-makers for science and technology

simply must face up to.

Now we come to the critical ?question of who is going to face up to These things.

-It .is not going to be done'by politicians alone, and it is not going to be 'done by scientists

alone: We are gciinq to have' to find some wayifirst, of iSroducing people who can walk

'back and'farth between bath,camps and second, of creating the kind of language which

,willenable those in the separate camps-to speak to each other. "triterdisciplinary" and

iinultidisciplinary" are probably the key words of our age. Th,eruniversities need to do

much more to bridge the gaps among the disciplines and to make it respectable for scholars
A

to specialize in synthesis and breadth as well as in reductionism and depth. In the field

of bia-medical, engineering, .for example, we ought to hae a National Institute of Bio-

engineering 'in the National Institutes of Health, The engineers right pow can do many
."`e. ,

this that datars wotild like to do if only they knew that it were possible.. We have a

_crisis in health in this country and it is going tope' worse. We are notable to bring all '4

this new technoldgy in the field'pf engineering tobear on these medical problems if an

xv
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.. ,
engineer is going to be the subordinate of a'doctor-certainly not if he is going to bed.

. , ,
.

. -
treited,like a mechanic, and not allowed in on the' decision,making-process. There are

. \' s . iit ,

other exciting fields foi. The engipeer, and he c btain reseatch lunds aboUt as easi[y
' , ,

. ,
..

as the' medioarpeople z He will do exactly that, and oot get involved;insoncl kind of
r . I.' ,

MUlticpscirilinary effort Unleis he attains the,itato's a -equ'al partner in theymedic.01,field..
This is Very difficult because people in the.medicctI field lee their relationihip with the.

.. .

palieriias on&-that'tal<,es prede,deo,ce over a.I kother relationships, and perhaps they are
'

correct. But 'there ought to be away' to d4tinduish argongtese.diferent:relotionships

' .

, I "

and to share the prestige morelequitably am'brib 1.1-4 par.tnervin ,this endeavor:
, ,,

,
I

a

Dr. Michael
4

De.Bakey, the'heartsurgean, wos dealing:primarily' trtti en
,

'heeling

problems; buthd- could not find enaihevrt-whO'kneWsenough'abdcit.the engine IN, p oblems
% M . I. - , ,

.
,

of doctors or doctors who kne'V,4enough,abOyt 'engineering to give hit the techni4a1
. ; .

. - _ . . , .,-. 4 .i - "dsupport-that his work required' . kteibal fo'brgarite E
..

End d elopt se spediol
`..

talents.t.ogither in ane group dt Houston. H.,is roup Vyarked for.q.arrg.tiniaty' trial
.. , , ...,

-
. . ' 1 -, .,., .. -

error in order to discover a'substande librn'whi ,On'artificial 'helarictiUrd be mbdp..
,

f : .
4 :0 , A,o j.. : ' . -1' \* . . .,

When they eventuallyI); found.the mateVal, 44yos,,a.PlastiO'Whioh fiad'been, long in exist'-
- , , ..; .., . ., .

",

, .

ence. We'recilly.LI an't afford this trim and errcir method anymore. We can'lt afford to

khave people engaged in years of experimenfatiop only, "tbo have someopie say 'at.the end,
, i . .. . , .

. . . .. ,,._ .
. s

'-.4 'Well; my goodness, I had knoown thaval I along; lhadn'tany idea you were interested,

. x
. . i. ,'

,
,,

1.

I

`Eventually, thisall becomes ,a pr'ob'lem ofpubtic adMiolstration, HON/ do you put .

.,
together a giant kind of proiect or a mud', larger kind_spf--projedt than We'areusedto,

, _

talking about? How do you administer How do you Ming yourself to consider the

xvi
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0,

0 -7 .
1?

'
,.. r ..

philosophical irnpficationsond the.s6cial science-implicatioris*f what is being done?. ,. , , . v

. . ,-
What happens, for :instance, psychologically; to,that

t
person who depends, for his life,

. .'' .
m f ,..' :.

upon, t1 artifitial kidney? How 'do.We allocate responsibility for pr.eventing, the pollu7

Hon of air'and water and how do we apportion the costs?.
% .

These are the questions of a multidisciplinary kind, that we are going to have to

answer as we move with these fantastic adi'ionces that we have made', The dialogue that

the people in /the academic community involved with these is es can help to establish
, rI .

between peo0e,who are compartmentalized into rigid discip nev in the univerfity, invi
industry, or in politics is extremely important 'All of these things cut across disciplinary

divisions, and no one can make a separate decisibn of the greatest vatue to society with-

out knowing something about what many other people also know. These problems of

choioe,.ef evaluated alternatives of public pol'ic.y and administration,' must be focused

and channeled in the universiiy.: The universities must serve the larger communiiy,.and;

must -do so to a largu extent; than we have heretofore expected. The universities are the

prcie where rigid disciplines originated, and they are going to hove to be the place

where they commence to breakdown -not in some "take a psychologist to lunch" kind

"jogbut in a permanent focus on common problems of interest, ,of mutual ,interest,

7

to those involved. 1 'think we can do it. I am reminded of what George Bernard ShaW

,once said, "Some men see things as,they are and ask why. Isee things as they have never`

, been and ask 4hy-h-ot." And I think that is what'people in the institutions of higher

edUcation'around this country have got to do.

XVI)
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WHY SCIENCE AND,PUBLIC POLICY?

By Don E. Kash
fr

I

Of the set, '1 reasons for the development of what orie student hqs called the

"non-field" of science arid public policy, one stands out. This is a growing sense of

something between frustration and fear. As Secretary of Labor Wirtz put it.: 'What we

are doing really right now is flying.the most powerful economic engine in the history

of mankind, and Imean to include all of our scientific-and technologic,a1 developments,

pod We are flying it by luck, by instinct, With almost noinstruments at all in the corik-

pit. . . I am not stile that.on this basis we are going to be able 1.6 keep it up, as

sociai,engineers., flying this blind with the amount of technological development which,

is being brought about "1 In summary, then,'science and public policy is an outgrowth

of a growing sense that our technological society is creating more costs and fewer

benefits in terms of social varicibles than should be the case.

There is'clearly a certain lack of-preCision in the laberuscience and public
+

policy," yet those people working_in the area share, ertain basic assumpiions. Erst

in importance is the assumption that those 'activaiss Whic, ate referred to as science and

technology are major causes in the evolution and Modification of political and social

processes and institutions. It is my personal belief that at some point in the future we

will all view the role of science and technology as similar to that of the economy in

. ti
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terms of its impact on society. Science and technology are not only causing major

changes in the complexity and substantive nature of-itmorsteiety, but they are also

rapidly collapsing the timespan of substantive change. It seems clear then, that if

we are to understand our society, focusing on science and technology provides one

of the better handle's

The public policy end of our label for this non-field results from the fact that the
:cr

vast majority of our science and technology is supported by the federal government. In

absolute numbers the level of dollar support has now passed the 17 billion mark It would

probably be reasonable to expect that some scholars would take this as an area of policy

study for the simple reason that it is a substantial part of total federal activity The

particular intensity of interest it reinforced by lief that of all the areas of federal

expenditure, this one has the largest multiplier effect. Inf this context multiplier effect

refers to both economic growth and what might be called "social growth -" Pailanother
I

way, many of the students in the field of public policy feel that federal research and

development expenditures are buying our future society. If this be so, then there is a

general feeling that we might go about the process of buying our future in a somewhat

more rational way

Given the perceptiop of the problem as it has been characterized in the preceding

paragraphs, most students of science and public policy have ewhat common posture.

That posture is that we in the universities live in a particularly acute segment of the

analytical society By breaking up both our natural and social umiverse into manageable

analytical pits we have achieved major breakthroughs in understanding. The adverse
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effect of this has been tha ere in the University do we attempt toxtbke a"synthetic

or holistic view of whatis appening. This would be no-cause for concern if the 15u4lose

were solely to gain greater understanding for its own sake. It is a very, real cause for

concern when the purpose is to provide some assistancein dealing with contemporary

problems as well as to help plan the kind of futtire that we are creatipg

Mollkstudents of science and public policy believe that action cannot wait until

full understanding has been attained, and that at least 'somewhere in the university there

3t. ought to be those who have as a time focus the next ten tofifteen years. In particular,

the belief is that " ._we cannot blindly adapt technology to our needs with the tradi-,

tional assumption that there will be ample time to lifon.out any bugs on a leisurely shake-

down cruise. A bigger effort must be made not only to foreseeithe bugs, but to forestall

their development in the first place."2 This requires the development of cost-benefit "40

analyses using social as well as economic indicators. In addition it requires a willing-

ness to make qualitative judgements on the basis of the best available even thbugh incom-

plete data. Most of thoSe in this non-field mak he act of faith that we can, over

relatively short time periods, improve the level of rationality with which socitty uses

science and technology to-achieve desired goals. Most expect progressto be slow and

frustrating, but any progress is seen as sufficient justification for work in this area And

the success of work done by RAND and other such organizatioAs with respect to defense

policy pr6vides some basis for optimism even thciugh defense is a much more manageable area.

To this point.' have emphasized the perc4tion of social problems as the dominant

answer to the question: Why science and pUblic policy? There are several other reinforcing
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,

motiVestfor this development in the university. Not the least of these is the continuous

search,for new intellecypl eicitement. If the focus on science and technology\does

4,

provide, new opportunities for insight then that is enough to move scholars in this direc-
't . , ...

tion regardless of questions of social utility. Further, particularly within political science,

there are numerous examples of a movement Owayifrom the process orientation that has

been dominant in the immediate past. Using a simple systems model it appears that the

process orientation, has led to a focus on the input and conversion parts of the model.

The policy focus tends to emphasize tile output and feedback parts, of the model. There-

fore science.and public policy provides a convenient focus of cittention for those people

who find their previous directions less than satisfactory.
.

At a time when interdisciplinary research seems to require at least'the verbal

obeisance of almost everyone, science and public policy alsb provides a convenient area

,around which to organize such activity. Someone in nearly every discipline on the campus
e

finds the disciplinary constraints less than satisfactory. This is particularly the,case with

those in the social sciences who wish to tap the assets of the natural sciences or engi-

neering or vice versa. Again science and public policy provides a convenient commonality

of focus.
ti

In attempting to discuss the reasons for the ddvelo4Snent of a program in science

and public policy it would be a serious error not to mention the role of student pressure.
1111.

Most if not all colleges and universities are feeling increasing pressure from students for

something which is usually labeled "relevance." This seems to be related to the notion

earlier described as the analytical university:" There is some basis for arguing that we
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provide the student with a set of separate and distinct in-depth analyses in our courses. .

We then apparently believe that through some mystical act this is at some point inte-

grated into the whole man. In fact, of course, ,we know this does not happen. To the

extent that many of the courses in science and ptiblic policy are efforts orsynthesis they

offer some response to the student demands for relevance.

Finally, the development of programs in science and public poliCy are a partial

response to the changing nature of government expenditure for research and development.,

I shall spend some time discussing government funding, not because-it is a more important

force, but rather because it is the'most concrete of the forces pushing for work in science

and public policy.
1*

The crux of our interest are those goals relevant to the expenditure of.the govern-
,

ment's i17 billion of researc'h and development money. It is the policy which directs
_

the use of these funds that is commonly referred to as "sciencf policy." The activities
i .

paid for by this money ,widely felt to be a major contributor to the solution of many

ofi our problemS. The initial-concern here is with the rea%ons why.Congress has appro-

priatethot money and,with the changing direction of these reasons, At the most gen-
.

eral level, it is appropriate to talk about the motivations that have led to

'spending $17 billion on research and development.

Ralph Lapp correctly pinpointed the importance of military security when he,said

that the program of federal support for research and development 4kI\3s the result of three

foreigners: Hitler, Stalin, and Khrushchev. AlthOugh military security is likely to

,

(
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continue to consurfie the largW portion pf federal research and development funds/

Corigressional qnd public concern with it are in relative decline This is so, in,part,

because the program has demonstrated its success and because it is now well developed.

.,,6

If-is alio true because our domestic problems are demancOng more attention,

Two,motives of 'growing importance*" the making of national science pqlicy

40 are special interests and economic and social progress. Special interests include such

. demands as that for wider geographic allocation of research and development funds and the

demands that crlready existing programs be supported, e.g., the aerospace indu'stry. The

special interest motive would appear strong enough to sustain the major elements of the

existing research and development support system,

The motive that appears,to demand new .directions in research and development

lb
programs is economic and social progress. This results from a widely held belief that

. r
science and technology -- included here are the social sciences--can contribute signifi-

cantly to doniestic progress. A second ancisupportive, factor is the belief that, based

upon a resolution of the Vietnam conflict, there will 'be rew monies ovoilab!a, 3

Before the Vietnam conflict is resolved, mohey for major new efforts in the civilian

sector will be in short supply. With that resolution most Congressional projections see

military-space expenditures remaining on a plateau while expenditures in the civilian

sector rise steeply.

With thn rising importance of the goal of economic and social progress has come
-

an increasing demand for help from the Universities in planning public policy by those

Congressional committees which have looked at the technOlogical society. If it can be
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liltsaid that we have had a public policy. r science up to now, then it has only been the
1.......__

. f '''S 11,
sum ofaall of the individual and disefeste decisions made by the numerous federdl agencies.

.

.. .
There is a growing interest in changing this',. No one wants' a centralized, moriatithic

,.,
.

. .

policyqormulating process.. 05 rigressmen generally fee..1 it to be the genius of tidr system
.

. that "federal poliCy determination it fragmented, practical rather than theoretical, and
. .

that few formal statements of,policy are procluced."`1. Nonetheless, there is growing

sentiment that impro'ved forecasting and planning of pudic policy is necessary,. -The
. .

pattern is increasingly to view science and technology as instrumental both to planning

policy and to carrying it out. It is thought that wiise use of science and technology can

go a long way in reducing the costs implicit' in a rapidly changing,society,

In a perfectly rational society policy woulce made something like this: goals

would be articu4ated; various strategies far achipving4those goals would then be defined;

.cost-benefit-analysis of the various strategies would follow,- And the final step would
...

_require taking action along the lines of the selected strategy,

Although for the Congressman there is-an...almost humorobs air about 'the rigid order
,-

of that process, what we have today seems too far at the opposite extreme, It involves
,

making policydziy adding,immediate and discrete.actions, The eroerging theme of Congress'
. . .:5

be
. . ._.,

i;.that wemust .sapable of some p-r-a-gmatic middle ground of policy making At a
".. . ..,, . . .

.minimum, it is believed that public policy can be so planned and organized that

A
. . objectives or go

4111t.

- ,

at subordinate organizational levels should not conflict with

tixoe of their pare t or anizations.:5 Fri the realistic soh.;

adpa,licy aS being "a leu-which tends to answer questions

,

2 7

re of politics Carrgressnieri see

action in the affirmative or.

1'
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4 8.
.o'the negative. Henke, policies set the cdinstrclints within which activities to achieve

goali must take place. "6

If Congress and the federalgovernment generally are cglling for two kinds of policy

help from, the universities. The simple and straigh-t forward call, asks such questions as:

How do we achieve better health or eliminate poverty? The other-is related but some-.

what different: -I-Ipw do we formulate policies, which, while achieving their goals, do

not create even more serious'problems than the ones they have just solved? That is;

how do we anticipate the problems discussed in Rachel Carson's Silent Spring?

whether systems theory is a response to compelling circumstances or the cir-

cumstances are recognized because of systems theory, there is a widely held belief that

science and technology have made our society into'a highly complex system. Perhaps

the politician more than the rest of us has always appreciated that actions in one area

have profoubc effects-on highly disparate' areas,' What Congressmen see as being one

-7.of the major-Lsequen:ges, of science and technology to date is a changing of the time
,k\

scale. While in` the past it was recogRized that individual gove4mental actions might-
r .

-4'i

have wide-ionging ratifications, there was suffic4Ent time to taiecompensating action
. ,

fcrr those that were negative. With the callapse of time that the new,technology has

t about, it now seems necessary to anticipate what adverse consequences will .

. -
result from various policy options'. ,

-w
With the recognition of this interrelated_anclaccelerating system the.federal.

.4

p
'government is making increased demands on the universities: Many believe that since

the universities liave helped society meet problems in the past, they are the logical

as

4
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places to find the answers to these new problems. further, there is a negative impetts.

Even those who express less Confidence in a university do'not know where else to goo
moo

This is not to imply that there is no role for other inst tons, such as the not-for-profit

or the profit-making concerns, but rather that all resources will be needed and that the

universities are especially critical.

This hope placed in the universities'is reinforced by a belief that the methodology'

is available. It is that methodology which is loosely labeled hsystems analysis." Thisw

a belief that the techniques that the RAND Corporation applied to Air Force problems

and that were later applied to the Departmtsig-of pefense can be applied to broader

public policy problems. For instance, the Clark SubcomMittee stated: 'The Subcommittee

finds the systems approach to be a promising way to meet and solve some'of the complex

social and economic problems confronting state and local governmenr."7

It is also accurate to say the approach of Congress and the federal overnment to

theuniversity is schizoid. While Car'rgressmen believe that the universities have the

intellectual resources; they wonder if the universities can organize themselves to respon.
One problem is the tradition of autonomy ''where the university has admitted only reluc-

,

tantly in the past that other universities also exist--and then, let us face37ainly for

the purpose of arranging football schedules. . . "8 Secondly, therejs the problem of

the 'Walls of separation" between disciplines. It is in response tb thit last problemMthdt,

glare are continuing calls for ". the training of middle-men capable of communicating
0 t \

. the results of research to practitioners and 4.4 problems of practical decision to social

scie4ists. .The need for such aids in the process of utilizing research findings and

29
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, /
co nverting abstracf ideas into practical policies is affirmed repeatigly throughout

these volumes." 9 .

It is not news to anyone who has spent time-4n Washington. in recent years that

Washington is convinced of the value of inter-disciplinary, trans,discipli.pary, multi,
A

disciplinary, or cross-disciplinary work, whichever term happens to be in vague. This

would appear to be, in part,' a reaction of the frustration felt in dealing with the pniver--

sities and their disciplinary structure.,' Perhaps no rule is more widespread in the univer-

sir), today than that which says: "When applying-for federal support, make it inter--

disciplinary." Leland HaXiofth articulptes the ultimate of that view: "It seems to mehat

the integration of knowHedge gained from the social sciences. . .must be integrated with
t 4

/the knowledge of the harder sciences,,. and so an important part of our future thinking
O.

9

is to try to bring this about. . . ." 10

000
i

.

In summary, then, the hearing%and reports of Congress convey the clear word:

The government needs public policy help; the universities have the creative talent to gibe

it; systems analysis provides the Method, and at present the universities are inadequate!),

organized to offer the help.

It is in,resOnse to this feeling--one should perhaps characterize it as a sense.--

,that federal agencies and the Congress are grasping for new organizational approaches.

Again Haworth articulates the t ing: ". We believe that there need to be some.
additional centers for advanced specialized research' for attacking some of theie 'nu iti-

disciplinary prOblems,.cen'ters for sushi thirds as the study of urban ecology, regional

planning, economic analysis, thThg6 of that sort. -This does not mean necessarily thafr-

3U
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..........: .
one sets up %i new institution, although in some instances this may be called far, but

ill .
, ....

rather that the resources of the university or several academic institutions be brought
'.-

together from a broad range viewpoint and have an integrated attack on some of the

problems. ",11 c
It is in response to all of the pressures discussed that programs in science and

, .

public policy are grawing and in my opinion should grow.

i
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UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS IN

/ SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY

By Eugene B. Skotriikoff

'

Early in 1967 a group associated with the AAAS* ciecided irwas time to bringv
together as many as po.ssible of those in universities and government actively Involved

, .

in developing teaching.andesearch programs in what can loOsply be calied."icience

and public policy studies." It was decided,that a series of symposia should be held at

the-arnual meeting of the Association in New York in December, and I took respon-

sibility for making the detailed plans._

The results'of th se sessions will be reported briefly at.the end of this article, but
P

first the results of one of.the steps we took in preparation for the meetings must be given.A,
In,thespring of, 1967 we distributed a quettionnaire to all of the universities we could

elocote that had taken positive steps toinitiate teaching and/or research program in

science and Rublic policy, or appSeared to be about to do so. The, questionnaire was

designed to elicit informationon their focus, pattern or orgarlization within the uni-

versify, number of faculty, student Body, and other related questions.

* Don Kt Price, President of the AAAS; Dael Wolfle, Executive Secretary; Emmanuel
Mesthee, Harvard; Eugene B. 6kolnikoff, M. I. T. and Secretary of Section K of -
the AAAS.
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. Our objective was first ,to get a feeling for whcit was going on in the field, and .

second, to see if there was a favored pattern or organization that mighf be of interest and

use to others.. We met the ,first objective fairljiwell, but the hunt for strong trends either

in organi4ation or in focus in fact showed a great vg4ety with little pattern emerging. In

part, the difficulty was one of differences in definition of the field--of which more later-- 1"-`

or of differences in self-image about what each university was doing. Still, the results

were :vifarmative.

S'ome thirty universities were polledwe have now identified over forty and quite a

,t
few others are interested--and twenty-five usable questionnaires were returned. Of those

1.Wenty-fivg, eight had programs of teaching and research in science and public policy

that were orgrized as separate identifiable programs, as contrasted with simply offering

* courses. These 4.ght were Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Indiana,

Columbia, Case-Western Reserve, Purdue, the University of Wisconsin, and.the University

of California at Riverside. Three mothers were on the verge of starting such programs:

California Institute of Technafogy, the. University of Denver, and the University of Virginia'.
V

Five universities offered graduate courses only cdipart of related curricuia,.aut not as a

separate program. Six others offered undergraduate courses only, and the remaining three

had considerable faculty interest, but without specific courses oc programs os-yet.. Quite

clearly, this last category of "interested faculty" could be ex'pandedenarmousiy if we

simply contacted more universities.

The first category of universities yr identifiable rate science and public policy

programs is in some ways the most interesting for us here. Five of the eight are graduate

level programs only: the other three are at both graduate 'and undergraduate levels. At all

. 34
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eight a student can specialize in the field for a degree -- either M.A. or Ph.D.though ,

for some the dissertation subje'cr constitutes the "specialization."

In five of the eight, the mitiptem is centered primarily in the government or poli-

tical sclence department; the other three reflecting a broader university involvement.

However, in all cases courses are normally open to the entire university. The numbers

of'student majors in the field vary from a high of fifteen at Indiana, to two-at California

at Riverside, (no response from Wisconsin). In 1967, Harvard had ten majors; Columbia

twekee; Massachusetts Institute of Technology six; Case Western Reserve seven, and

Purdue seven.

It was interesting that in six of these eight, typical class enrollments would" have

one fourth to one-half of the students from outside the department in which the program

was centered. Moreover; the undergraduate specialties of those enrolled in Ph.D. pro-

grarns in seven of these eight--agoin no response from Wisconsin -- varied from mostly

natural scientists at Purdue to all social scientists at Riverside, with three reporting roughly

equal splits among natural sciences, social sciences, and tbe humanVies.

The peimar'y themes of the teaching programs of these eight varied enormously, but

six of the eight included policy-making for science and technology as a primary theme.

Others mentioned frequently were international affairs, impact of science and technclogy.

on society, and public administration.

Four of the eight -- Harvard, -Columbia, Indiana and Wisconsin--reported p separate

identifiabl research program in science and public policy that constituted more than

simply teachinglfelated or dissertation research, this being clearly a matter of definition.
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A
Three of these were organized as research prograMs on a university -wide basis; only Indi-

ana's organization was entirety within the Department of Government. Harvard and.

Columbia had established separate institutes or program's with independent status within

the university, One universityGeorge Washing(onwhich did not send in a qUestio

naire, also has extra-departmental organization-for its research program and others a

moving that way, for example, M, I. T, The State University of New York at Albany.

just established such a center in the tPring of 1968, The total number for which informa-

tion is available is too small to discuss research focus with any usefulness.

The_ five universities offering graduate courses, burwitifout separate identifiable

programs, are New York University, Vanderbilt, Princeton, Yale, and the Unive;sity

of Colifornia at Berkeley. In the case of all but Princeton, students can write disserta-

tions in the area ai All, so that in practice these programs shade into the eight of the

' first catggory. Still, in 19617 t least, these universities did not consider that they had

an organized science and p pplicy program. As rioted before, the difference may be

more one of self-image than of real substance, or of formal versus informal organization.
r

Those witndergraduate courses only were the University of California at pavis,

Duke, Dartmouth, Florida State, the University of Wisconsin; at Milwaukee, and the New

School for Social Research. .

The questionnaires also asked for ofher information related to professional matters of

interest to those working in the field. For example, responses were t'olicited on whether a

professional organization of some kind was needed. Ten, responded yes; fourteen no.
.

In response to a question as to which organizations were looked to forcommunication
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with coneaves or to report research results,the following were mentioned most often:

informal communications, fourteen; AAAS, twelve; APSA, six; ASPA, four; ASA, three,

and OECD, twos

When asked if a new journal was needed, fourteen responded no, five yes, and the

remainder don't kriow," (one no reisponse). However, it was quite-clear which existing

journals were indispensable: Science was mentioned twenty-one times; Minerva, fourteen;'

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, twelve, and Scientific American, the American Political

Science Review, Science and Citizen, and the Public Administration Review, each three

times. All the rest were mentioned one or two times. When asked in which journal res-_

pondents would prefer to report their work, twelve mentioned Science, four the Bulletin of

the Atomic Scientists, and all the rest were mentioned by on &or two respondents.

. Eldven reported financial support for resear A was not "adequate," but eight said it-.., its
4 .

was "adequate "-The rest did not respond or did r; know* When-asked if more communi-
.

cations channels among practitioners in the field were needed, an overwhelming number,

eighteen, said yes: ...-
.

Finally, in response to a question about'what-problems ought to be discussed at the

December, 1967 meetings, those most frequently mentioned appear in the table belqw:
4../.. °.,_____

11Problems of Communication among Relevant Disciplines
Curricula Deveiopment I 9
Setting Research Priorities for the Field 7

Resear.ch-Methodology . 7
Setting ,Boundaries 6 .

0 Relations with Government 5
Defining the Field and its Evolution

i
3

IW

As noted earlier, thgse results are interesting, 13-u't are hard to categorize in a useful
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way. The sample is small and problems of definition are critical. Perhaps the most impor-

tant problem of definiron is also an important substantive one: ,Is science and public policy

a "field", a discipline, or simply a grotping of research areas? This paper is not the place

to settle that point, but it is a critical question whtn attempting to elicit comparoti,ve

information. Where are the boundaries of this 'field"? Should the history of science be

included? What of the sociology of science? What of programs in defense studies or in

urban affairs?

There is no answer to these questions, and in my view an attempt to set boundaries

is a mistake, at least at this time. Rather, I tend to consider science and public policy as

an "area", much in parallel with geographical area studies found in many. universities.

This has the virtue of preserving the need for those concentrating in the area to maintain

their own disciplinary focus, while also recognizing the need of working with others with

other disciplinary approaches and methodologies. This is an arguable p,osition and one that

needs more e>Ztensive treatment iri another place.

. Let me close by reporting briefly the results of the December meetings and the pro-

jected follow-up, Several traditional symposia.were scheduled in subjects reated to science

and public policy during the regular AAAS sessions In addition, an invitation direr and, r

most important, an unstructured'orkshop session were held toprovide an opportunity for
II

unfettered discussion among the fifty or sixty scholars ) in science and p6blic policy who

came to New York These informal sessions, in particular, were quite successful and provi-

ded an opportunity for the airing of problems, views, and suggestions.

There wps a clear consensus by the end of the workshop session that some form of
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organizational framework was needed to enhance communication among those in the field.

t.
As chairman of tlie session I was instructed to form a working group and to proceed to

'develop ideas. The group has come up with a proposal for an ipterim organization, small. in..

size--as small as humanly possible--attached to M.I.T., that will gain experience over

the next two
)

years n what is needed.- After that time the situations to be reexamined to

determine what

I

The fun

1. Pr

of permanent organization, if any, would be useful .

of what amounts to a small secretariat hould include:

ing a na-tj,onal- focus for exchange of information for receiving did acting

on ideas for seminars or specific programs and for maintaining contact with uni-

versity programs. In short, providing a mailing address and secretariat to facili-

tatetate contacts among those interested in develbping science and.public policy

university programs.

.._ .
2. Arranging seminars, meetings and conferences as appropriate. The assumption is

that annual meetings in conjunction with the AAAS Leeting will. be arranged.to
e

continue the pattern set last December to encourage the gatherigg together -of a

large proportion of those engaged in university programs4 In addition, special

meetings with more limited attendance might be set up from time-to-time on speci-
,

Tic subjects of interest.
_, Many suggestions of subjects for such meetings were made

at the Decemb'e'r Workshop, itind it is clear that there is a need for such sessions

devoted to the interests of those in the field.

tr."-Making provision for *easier access.to bibliographic .resources arid for distribution

.,.
of relevant information pertainin to source material. The availability of relevant

,

1

4 M.
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bibliographic material is,a problem in this area as in many others, but it can be

most serious for-those universities without easy access to, or knowledge of,

government mdterials. Over time a small secretariarIoncerned with this prob-

lem may be able to render real assistance through provision of timely biblio-

graphic information. One likely step, as an example, is to make it possible, for

those universities with unusual library resources in science and pubic policy,

such as Hafvar'd and Columbia, to arrange for their accession iists andard

catalogues to be make available to interested parties. In addition, the secre-,

tariat could facilitate the informal exchange of reprints,, student papers, and
4,0

other materials as tippropriate. It is not envisaged that the Conference will un- I,

dertake the reprinting or distribution of any papers on its own except in connec- .

-tion with Conference-sponsoiled meetings.
.

4 Maintaining an address list of inter&sted scholars, government officials and others

dr
interested in the development of the field.

5 Promoting the exchange of informatjon relevant to -the devetopment-of university
<-"'

programs in science and public policy and to tl design ?f course curriculaOil, -I
Considerable sentiment was expressed at the De f ember 19,67, meetings for theme

'value of exchanging ideas and experience on thestablishment of new univer-
t

sity programs in science and pu*c pia144,°':on the prollemf entowitered in obtain-
,.

ing endorsement and participation of the relevArdisciplines. and on the design

of.curricula. It maybe advisable t,i,hoidione or more meetings on this subject,

but the exchange of written materials may also be useful.

40
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6. Providing information .on goveoment are private programs pertinenfto the field,

such as, research fun* dnd fellowship and Straining Progtanis; Once again it was clear:
:

ardtheirbec'ember meetings that many individuals were not aware of the availCsbility of .'

.4-
research funds for themselves or their graduate studer*, nor-aware of fellowship.pro7nor -ware

f .
grdms or the many special training programs of interest within the government. it may

be useful frantithe rnment point of view to hold one or more ineetingi,,with scholars

fand teachers in tlie d-*to discuss the objectives and.planeng for thRie government

it

programt. 4 *
-

..,i
7. - Facilitating thkdistributiotf information pertaining to employment possPM

,
.

lik #0
for graduates in the field. Some kind of matching of opartunities with available

graduates iri science and public Policy,may prove to be quite usefu-1.....

Publishing a newsletter or other informati3n bulletin. Ai sicommunications.medits
tm,

. .

it may, be-quite usgul to4distribute some fOrm of newsletter with'inforrtipticm on forth-
.

coming Congressional.or txectiOleve, studies, special developments of interest, personnel
. .

changis, information on pertinent meetings of professional sdcieties, and,similat

(%Pai
mation. Sgh a ews er would'probabiv not be started immediately, but would be

. ,

experimented -witleover the periOd of thegrant to determine its usefulness.
Z Air

The orgartization would have a steering.-
. .. 4

ence fors.Science and Public Polk* Sttudies."

'be raised.

committee and is tentative, calted 'A Confer:
st,

lt,will corne,iinto being.as soon as soNe funds can

--
".

(4,7,:". One thing is clear rot) all this: the' interest in developing a solid base of science and '

public policy research and teaching is.growing rapidly throughout the country.in the,universities
- rapidly

,, ,.. ..

Ond the government. The 1967 suiey I` reported on hereTs well out of date less than a year
. . . ...

. , .

latbr; itwill be in resting to repeat such cisurvey in" 1968 or 1969.
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COLLABORATION AMONG E ALISTS:
SOME PROBLEMS AND PO S11311,ITIES

By Claire Nader
ar

22.

A major contemporary problbm is to understand the social rple of science and tech-
. ..

nology--what it has been what it is.today, and what it can in so that the results serve

mernis.needs and aspirations. T is especially importardsicse different interests of greatly.

varying 'power compete in decision - making processes and pr

cats and benefits.
rik

The choices we make regardieg the de
,

matters of, basic 'importance, affecting asIthey do the' Rublic.

ce consequences of varying

ent 9,10 use of science

fare now and J the futvre.-.
.

The Central question is pne of controlling or being .controlled by the dynamic forcesseleased
<6,

by the-production and application of knowleckir. The' 'problem, then, is/1%-less than to
, -at

....11-
weave a unified unclerstanding of the Whole prOcess by which science andjechnolOgy are

r '-, I.
,

.

'developed and then qp'plied in a social environment, and of.the4onsequen1 outcomes.
6 I ..

The compelling need to understand the impdcts of science and ecitipblogy on society
, - -,,, -. ,. ,z

A /' , ,, -
.. . k V `

. . .. * 1.7 ''
S. dictatv a prime role for universities. More conscious, responsible and motivOted efforts

_ . .

. . . 4

to'deVel.OP the requisite knowledge need to be inadeby. the academ,ic community vathin
, .

.
0 '

institulpnal frameworks yThich sustaln such undertalling's.',,, Lodged in the title of ttis seminar'

.art. nificant in tit4( 1'crl and praciica) problems for teachers,. researchers, and ailminig-
- .. . .

, . . .
tra' tors ininstitutions

,

of higher learning. ,We need to:be clear about th :-'in designing pro
.....irr A - f t, .

grams of, teaching and research concerning the jsaeractions of science, technology dnd
.

public polity,

p

.
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One of these problems is'highlighted by the multi-disciplinary characteristic of the

study of the social impacts of science and technology. Although the extent and kind of "Al

col labootion required among the disciplines are defined by the particular prcagem under

study, there is little question that lines of Cornmtnidation need,to be kept open if the

problems resulting from scientific advances and uneven patterns of applications are to be

understood iri anything like their proper shape and distinctive qualities. The cooperation

of specialists is vital for, in the final analysis., such individuals will determine-the form,

substance, and quality of university programs .in ptS,blic policy for science and technology.

Thug, it is importantto recognice and avercomf obstacles which deter productive--
1111

boration.

Some of these can be cosily recognized. -The difficulty is to face up to them, an

especially, hard thing to do when "facing up to them" means, in great part, the enlarge4

ment the professional perspectives 6f highly specialized persons who have devotecFmany

years qualifying'os specialists in some particular aspect of a discipline', not even in an

4
entire discipline. Exposure, to inter-disciplinary activities in this area of inquiry has

. f
. impressed unn me ,that substantive collaborative.enterprises will not be easy to establish

for a number of reasons. The plrning aeconduct of two conferences, each of which

convened twenty-five to thitfy persons trained in the Fiysical,, biological and social sci-
N.

ences, engineering, the humanities, and the law to consider aspects of modern science

and technology's relationship to, human welfare,' gave some indication of these. Onr_

tfirclianfer,ence on "Science and Contemporary Social iroblems"-,os held for a month in

the summer of.T96 inS Oak Ridge, Tennessee; the other--a conference on "Science and .

43
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Technology in Developing 'Countries" was held for one week, late in 1967, at the American

University of Beirut in.lebanon. these experiences qnd others point-to some of the diffi-.

cultiesin communication between the disciplines which must be considered in developing.

programs of research and teaching:

One difficulty hindering collaborative efforts,especially between social and naftrar
. ,

scientists, arises from Specialized perspectives. The trouble is that we arwell trained

grid badly educated. We have recognized this pitfall for some time now and readily point

to articulate spokesmen on the subject of the dangers of specialism. 'Over forty years ago
a"

Alfred North Whitehead in his Scierlt r and the Modern World (1925) cautioned us about

of

the reminder of life is treated su,erfiCially, with the'imperfect categories of thought

plete facts." He. warned Against ,"the restraint of serils thought within a groove fwilerelr!

"a celibacy of the' intelleclitwhich is itivorced concrete contemplation of the com-

i , a

_

t

I

it

.
,...

as

derived from one profession." Over twenty years agoAase Qitega y Gossett echoed similar
, d .

ideas in his Mission of the University (194.4), and,more teoently Eric Ashby in his Technology
. !.
'and the Academics: An Essay on UAiversities an the Scieptific Revolution (1459).

,3 -
a

4 ' i PI
Although these disciAsions were thoughtful dr* persuasiire,* we have not effectively

. 4 % : '0110: . s"10 \
heeded them: Narrow professional petspectives,still impede the'deveiopment of associative

. I ' .

capacities and an instinct for relevAce along the continuum of mean and purpose. Yet,
. .

public policy problems do not respec't the qi-bitrary,divisigns of-knowledge which we have
4, 3

.
'..alg . . .

created, and therein lies our dilemma.
.

ems' 4
) -

Our high level 'of speciariZarion has placed us in the pecoliCir position of having con-
.

quered more horizons than we can command. Abundant evidence of this is the Many kinds

.44
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of environmental crises which we now face and for which new kinds and combinations Qf

knowledge are needed In effect, we have enlarged our areas of choice faster than we.

have improved our ability, to make Intelligent" chokes. Moreover, we have created-an

imbalance in thekfnds of horizons we have pushed back.
O

Embedded-in this situation is an educational problem. We usually teach a specialty

. .
so that progress is.nade within "its own groove.of abstractions," as Whitehead put it, to

the detriment -of abstractions which are adequate for understanding the complexities of

modern life. Unfortunately, specialization has given impetus to parochial habits and atti-

tudes and has significantly reduced the common fund of experience among specialists, How -l'
ever, such habits and attitudes do not necessarily have to re4it from specialization. Much

_ 0
depends on how a specialty is taught, Toward this end we must not assume that the educa

tional.problem inthe universities can be met by a good dose of liberal arts subjects

.
Present-day training in non-technical subjec" may be as highly specializecas anything

found in the techlittl subjects. It is not a matter of a confrontation between specializa-
.

flon and a liberal education, forthey are part- of the same necessary fabric.

How, then, do w educate in the techhical; social and humanistic 'studies, all of

.which\have their own brand of narrowness, so that the result is a liberally educated person?

I sUggest,that we make the various specialties the basis for a liberal education, emphasizing

the relevant' organizing ideas along with the techniques to be mastered The source of

stability here is a sound grounding in a subject-area, andthe source Qf innovation and

invention is some understanding of how that subject matter relates to human purposes-

4

Let me try illustrate,, In a course in autamocive engineering a discussion of the

45
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priority to be given safety,design along with factors of cost and markets v4ould help etch

more clearly the problems of competing values, and how they are, and,should be resolved,'

to promote the dignity of mar) in hirrprosuit ofjiopptrte.ss, in this maianer an engineer will

have to face the profound human implications in such concepts as "up to a certain point

the country has made a decision to tolerate accidents." As a matter of historical fact,
.

this country permitted a decision for ari awesome toll on`life as the alleged price for con-

structing a railway system. As long as brakemen cost less than the technology,to eliminate

the surrounding risks, railroad operations consumed brakemen until a number of insistent

n ineersigunid a vyay to inject airbrakes and the automatic coupler after year4f urging

that a 4ntion be paid to the detrimental effects of railway technology

The-re-rms and validity of this type of decision are as much within the province of

engineering as they are within the province of the humanities and social sciences. The

introduction of the "human factor" into engineering instruction itself is a much more

effective way to stress its impbrtance than the one-fourth humanities requirement in engi-

neering curricula. It might even deepen the student's appreciation of this requirement,
4ir

better enabling him to perceive its refatiorrto his "major -"
.

Once; the budding engineering student is trained to examine the technical and human
. . ..-

..

aspecfs of his specialty;he begins to think of this mix of factors as an intrinsic part of his
Aim

professional knowledge and responsibility, Proper training shoulearticulate the scope of

his responsibility and.providean engirieer with standards for professio-nal conduct in actual

practice. It should help him appraise a problem comprehensively and recognize that tech-
, r

nologial developments can force, as well as enable, ethical decisions. Thus, even though,
1C.

g
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his expertise is limited to only a part of a problem, he becomes sensitized to the additional

kind of knowledge needed to anwser baslc questions.

The education of students and the seif-seducation of speAalists must be concerned

with the various ways that different modes of intellectual activity can be interlaced for a

fuller examination of a problem and tested for contextual' appropriateness, The Oak Ridge

conferen ce moved in the direction of effective interdisciplinary communication. Indeed,

'4.
it was distinctive morAfor the kind scourse conducted than for providing solutions to

problems. In any case, solutions mean nothing On less a problem is defined organically "
.

with the necessary specialized knowledge brought to bear on It.

In addition to narrow professional-training, the so-called information explosion in

each field of learning has reduced the common fund of knowledge and experience among

speCialists, rendering the process of communication more difficult. Evert with the best

of intentions to communicate, it is not easy for specialists to shed professional. perspectives

and 1ek the knowledge necessary for stycyof publicfoliCy for scie-nce,and technology.-

For one thing, it is far easier to talk about thakwh`ich one knows best. For another, it takes

much intellectual and emotional energy and a nercitthyomount of commitment. to undertake

serious discour'se Y4Ittir persons trained in other disciplines than one's own,, This is particularly

so.between social and technical scientists. At,the Oak Ridge conference awareness and

interest in the process of communication A/pelf existed. An appreciation de,ieloped that no

one viewpoint can alone define contemporary problems adequately, and that past males of
A-

definition need to be reconsidergel. Apparently this appreciation ha's to be acquired; it can-

ndt. be taken for granted among trained individuals, Indeed, the executive director of

4
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Harvard's Program of Technology and Sliotiety reported as one of the Program's first-year

ac ievements the increasing ability/ of faculty\memb-ers from different disciplines--who

28.

had met in seminar during t

other.

academic year--tb communicate substantively with each

1

At Beirut what mattered was not so much the specialtytrepresented by each con-

feree, but whether or not the viewpoint expressed and the supporting clbta were helpful
6,

to an understanding of the problems and possibilities of de/eloping and applying science

and technology to national goals. This concentration was cue in part to the fact that

enough of the participants were braodly based specialists, and in part to the urgency and

importance of devel g-co tintry problems, The sheer mdgnitude of these problems

eschewed parochial c,laims to omniscience; Irt4act, my present remarks about Clifficulties

in communication are really limited to the U.S. academic community SpeCialists in

developing countries are not yet so,higNly insulated from the social events surrounding

them. There are not so many'of them; ncris the 'eve! of specialization as compartmenta-

lized as in the more technologically advanded nations.

Experiments in inter-disciplinary communication are risk);, for the organization of

complexity, is not generally practiced by ,specialists. Yet, using a particuir discipline

as a point of departure for organizing complex phenomena, that which cannot- all be under-

stood by one field of knowledge, can yield surprisingly effective results, both by strengthen-

ing Oft distipline itself and by making a positive social contribution,

This orientation is hard to come by. The narrow professional perspectives of speclalist

are fortified by a system of rewards and deprivations in universities which in too many

...i
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instances make trnock'...ry out of an-otherwise perfectly good wordinterdisciplinary: For

example, if a physical scientist cooperates with d social scientist on research problems
i

requiring the integration of their specialties, he, runs the risk o' not being considered a

physicist any more. He must also do independent research to maintain his position among

his colleagues in physics. And, if he takes both sets of research problems seriously-, he

carries an extremely hem?), load. If he is young and still not securely established in his
,

field, excursions from "pure physics" are subject to criticism. I dotbt that such criticism

is _very often made overtly. Thew are many more effective ways to get the message across.

On the other hand, social scientists erns.,arking on explorations in' fields not

conventionally viewed as social--or within the social sciences moving among the disciplines..

seeking iew outlooks- -will need to experiment to Knd the best routes for their purposes,

boih- intellectual and practical. Since they will be dealing with unfamiliar subject matter

0.
'''-in some casos, they need to be supported and rewarded by their colleagues for venturing

\
- :into uncharted territories. Unsucc,,ssful ventures must be borne by the profession and

viewed as learning devices. ' Not every experiment conducted in the physical and biological

sciences is successful. Much is learned from the failures although these are rarely reported.

Fn short, programs which require.interdisciplinary collaboration of one sort or another need

to be buttressed with tke kind of supporting environments equal to the level and quality of

J the objective- sought.

. ..
The reluctance of social scientists to plunge into the technical knowledge

3 1bin for information required to formulate the probledeters work in this area of

inquiry. A' feeling seems to preyail that thisinformation is alien and beyond them'.

What is needed, in fact, is some hard work to master new information and technique

' .

and Jo become comfortable with the technical data in cooper'ation
..-

..
0

.
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with specialists who are privy .to this knowledge. Without regular interaction with physical

and biological scientists and engineers on one's'owncampus, it is likely that problems

stemming from the work of these persons will not be identified systematically by the student

of science policy.

Social scientists must have sensing devices in scientific and technological work areas

if commitments to the study of public policy for science and technology are to be taken

seriously. Steady communication on.the campus itself will increase the social scientist's

skill in extending his sensors beyond the campus. If his interaction with the technical world

is limited to infrequent and sporadic excursionsto laboratories and installations outside of

the university, the tecloical material with which he has to deal will not become an integral
4

part of his milieu_ gr continuing invoVent with technical and scientific develop-

merits is.essential for the social scientist who is going to be attuned to the substance and

meaning of the interactions of science, technology and public policy

Excursions to national laboratories and other scientific or technical institutions must

supplement ongoing campus interdisciplinary activities. They are not, however, substitutes

for campus involvement, and may even be detrimental if the scientific activitie which

occur at Oak Ridge, for example, are seen as different from those which occur in the uni-

versities. In discussion with social scientists whc have participated in Oak Ridge confer-
_

ences--designed essentially to acquaint them with such sciences as nuclear physicsttor

molecular biology, §,o that they, in turn, can consider the policy implicationsI have

always had enthusiastic reactions from them -to this experience. When asked to be more

specific about their gain, cin't social scientist at:the associate professor level put it this

4.
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way: "Before I came here, science was something way over the horizon. Now I know,
more about it." Apparently he saw a difference between Oak-RidgeLscientists trying to

understand physical and biological phenomena and his own efforts to understand social

phenomena. He did not fully understand that both were attempts at discovery, and that

what was new and different to him was the subject matter, not the process. The impressive

verification techniques which the physical sciences have developed sometimes cloud the

point that all scientists are engaged in the process of discovery, even though the process

of verification will be shaped by the phenomena being analyzed, and therefore might

differ from.one discipline triinother, Thus, physical scientists tend to be separated from

the community of scholars with which social scientists interact on a regular basis. Collab-

oration ie made difficult enough by different subiect_raattetdding barriers resulting

from erroneous images of technical specialists as individuals somehow alien from specialists

in social phenomena, merely because methodologies differ. ,--
4-,.
. A

.
s .

Fimally, even if we were well trained and Well educated, c.omMunication between the .

disciplines would be made difficul Its,?the sheer quantity of knowledge in each field, as

noted earlier. Themore one Slows about a specialty, the easier it will be to communicate

iwith specialists in that field. here-, hOwever, we have to let the problem determine how

much we need-to know ayecrt its technical aspects. Nonetheless, a social scientist whose

problems have signific ntificipr technological components will have to absorb quite

a bit of technical information to become skilled in selecting what is pertinent, The more

he works in such problem areas, the more he will find himself at ease in searching for the

relevant information in the technical literature, thus gaining general familiarity with the

4
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substance of the technical areas.
irk

Clearly, the drive for conceptual integration will not be without its frustratiDns and

. failures. It took a Tong time to arrive at today's high level of specialization. The result-

/NW

32,

ing excessive compormentalization of our thinking will not 'be overcome-quickly, Con-

.-ceptual integration lovekrequire special, long-term care.

A significantifirst step in seeing how different modes of intellectual activity can be

effectively coordiriated-in research and teaching is a willingness to listen sympathetically

to persons trainediin disciplines different from one's own. The Oak Ridge conference

took this first step. Plenary conrerences are reasonable .and sometimes necessary initial

efforts toward,loosening the intellectual apparatus of narrowly based specialists. At both
7

-the Oak Ridge/and Beirut conferences there was an expressed desire to go into grater

a.detail. It is important to follow up as soon as possible with frequent, smaller working

sessions where one can develop the data needed to define certain problems (including prob-

lems of communication) and begin to discover what it is we.want to integrate, for what

purpose, and how.

It is important that ,the kinds of exchanges of ideas and experiences` stimulated by

conferences occur, as a rule, with some of the same individuals present each time. In

terms of physical proximity this can easily happen on a university campus. A leisurely

approach to interdisciplinary communication is to converse daily on a university t ampus

with colleagues from different disciplines so that some understanding is deyeloped of the

subject matter whic,h comprises a discipline, the questions it asks, and theechniques it

develops to answer them. Understanding and respecting the language, perspectives, and
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-.*

substance of disciplines other than one's own is a precondition for collaborative efforts by

specialists. This is especially true for those who do not Come to interdisciplinary communi.-

.

cation via a.problem that already involves them and for which they already recognize the
4k

importance of contributions from other fields of knowledge. Having begun communication

at this hevel they may discover specific problems ;which require inputs from the social and

technical sciences for their proper definition. The coalescence of specialists around a

f ,

problem which involves them professionally provides a congenial setting for discovering -

useful combinations of specialties and ways these can be made mutually reinforcing.

Anproblem orientation"emerges as a catalyst for improved communication between '
.

social and technical scientists. Cooperation toward solving problems which concern both

social and technical sntists professionally is one of the quickest ways to begin meaningful

communication. Such an orientation cRn better define a pr.oblem,provide a pedagogical

experience for the specialists involved end, important for continued activities, can lead to
t

social relations--outside of purely professional exchanges =where learning by osmosis can

go on. The social scientist, from his viewpoint, can play a dual rol'e of participant-observer,

since study ofthe scientific subculture may be one of his main interests in addition to the

particular problem under collaborative analysis. In studying the scientific' subculture itself,
-,. --) -

he has to depend for information on the goodwill of the technical community as he examines

its place in society. Technical scientists are not Likely to undertaVe,this kind of research.

In any case, in the study of public policy for science and technology the Professional
.

k
, .

responsibility for establishing communication links lies with the social scientists, for th'e A.

problems that science and technology raise.Gre mainly social problems. Their resolution may
. .

o

.1.
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well require the application of physical and biological knowledge. But, unless whnicial

scientists have an extremely, strong sense of social responsibility for the use or fheir find-

ings,lhey will not usually consider it their professional responsibilifyito communicate

knowledge bearing on national welfare unless prodded to do so. They may not even recog-

nize the public policy implications of their work. Thus, the initiative for communicating.-

100 with technical specialists fall to the social scientists.

In experiments with interdisciplinary activities it is important to involve p4sons who

want to communicate and who can explain their work to her specialiits without having to

use the jargon of their particular Ociplirie. There is somehow, something suspect about a

person who cannot convey what he is trying to do, or who makes it difficult to grasp what

is necessary to understand him. One may ignore his information, but this may be to the.

detriment of the problem-iolving effort.

it is important to lead riarn points of strength when charting new areas in a, par4Fular

academic setting, A liberal arts college, a technical institute, a universitt4ith profes-.

. -siOnal schools- -each may well design different kinds of programs.for the study of science

and public policy. Faculty seminars need to raise questions of academic objectives in deter-
.

mining the shape and content of the programs. In outlining their form and:substance the-..

faculty -itseff must become sensitive to, the requirements of interdisciplinary efforts on the.

part_ of individual professors and on the part of the. institution. .Both individuals and thee

institption have responsibilitits to create supporting environments.

Simultaneous A- faculty seMinarS that may be convened, I Would recommend student

seminars with the same mix of specialties (or majors), a similar assignment with regard to

400
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S. , ..
establishing programs, oI,d ajair amount

to tee whtit they come up vith4j3 thq wcy

x. 350:

nomy. It would be, more-than interesting. .

ideas-. Their in itioni for interdIsciplinaryat . is

activities are likely tb be fewerif you .atch them early enough in their educptionartd
-

. -
the ,result`rncry- lie, innovative. It is important to desig n these student seminars carefullyt

I
...s and vioftillern, as well as file facUlty seminar's, field trips, or any other exercise toward

.. .
44.

, , -
achieving probrarnSiwh!ch' are organ ally related to the academic setting, as experiments

.
/ .

in search of more effeCtiv'e modes -o g for teaching and researih?urposes. Flexi-
.

441. ' W10/ tab -... bility intesting` ideas must be maintained for optimum results. It would, be quite a stimu-
, .

. e
4 SP

l u s to other progroms if these experiments were reported candidly.
.

Final ty, when a plan of , action --that is, .a pIttramis, formulated, it is important

to make eNplicit its rmplicationi for the establiihed-but perhaps no. longer selevant, ways I.4. 0
. ° 4. ..;_, , . , , ,-/- 4

. ,
of the university in order to determine its chances fotosef4I wo&. 'A system of rewards.
_ . .

t must co)respond in some.fashiOn to the objectives set fbr the program.

4
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SOME PROBLEMS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT r

At

'By Lynton K. Caldwell .
----".^. #

. 411 4 4 , -.
, . .

first problem in curriculum development in a new field of study is delineation

! -i ,;-, .
teractian of scierbi;eind technology and public policy,

tile task of definition is, to say the least, comple*. Science and technology have been studred

4
from several disciplinary, viewpoints. (References to some of,the se approaches are ap pended

to this paper). Better known ihmong these viewpoints are those described as.(1),the,history

of science;.(2) the philosophy of.sciece; (3) the sociology of 'science.;
41.

cience.; (4) the political science
-

, . 80

of scien nd, (5) simply the sciente of science. There ispotentially, and often in fact,
.41., 4-

_.. ' -

in specific university courses and in the literature a considerable overlap along these. view-
4 .,.

points or approAes. Eachof these approaches may also be taken toward the study pf tech-

nology, but in many instances science-based technology is subsumed in the riterm'" ce."'
: . - 11

P.

iIt is less important to identify the outer. limitsof,a new fiet,a1 of study, which are in any
i.

. . .

case qlwayschangworhan ecturately to define itsaore. But the Ludy, of_science policy,
.it ...tit,

t
*1

,

. libe,In onion or 4perRaps the earth, has a care that may, so to ipeak;be- peeled off in layers.
4 " ..

I

. A
..

Not everyone vir cidr.ee, howe\vtery as to which are the outer and which the inner layers.
. ..

In my view, the itinermost.04most.bcisre layer in the divisible dsptets of science
) ...

, .

.,'" , ..
.

policy is the impact othscience and technology on sqciety: In the contemporary world the
v 4.. , \ f 0

forces of scietce and technology, although conceptually separable, are in fact so mutually

dependent and synergistic that ( prefer to hying them ogethier in tile composite expressioni

4
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utechnosicence .." This does not rule.out separation of science from technology and vice \
versa where they are in fact separate phenomena* But in modern society-they tend to corn-

0
4 .bine to-form the syndrome of the universal technoscientific culture that, now overlays ... , 4 -.. _

'traditional cul.tures.among the more 'advanced' nations of the earth. I believe the impact

o f'scientific concepts and technological innovations on society to be the most fundamental

aspeCt of the policy question, because it is through inquiry at this layeror lev I that tPik

4 forces that generate science policy are found. *-

In our seminar at Indibniftrtivers4 we have be 1,4ith a consideration of the meanings

of science and technology, their relationship to modern culture, and theik impact upon society.

'unless there is at least a' minimal appreciation of the force and effect of technosicence in

the world of today, considerations of public policy- for science and technology are likely

to lack perspective,-depth, or full significance. The cybernetics of technoscientific policy

.issues is, of course, the essence of this major subdivision of the field of public policy for

science and techoo4ogy. Elaboration and detai let examination of specific aspects of kience-

policy intetaction lie farther out from the very core of technoscientific policy study..

Whether this 6spectof an instructional program is properly described o politica! science,

tociology, social psychology, or merely as generalized behavioral sciehce seems unimpertant

. .

when one considers fhe'tofally interdependent,relationship of the subject matter of th

,
disciplines lo any adequat understanding of the role of science 1)n Society and its effeict

44.,

upon government.
,

This c4ss disciplinary fusidn.has presented no Curriculum pioblem taus
.., ..

z. i / . . 1

far. at Indibna university. i It could give rise to difficulties irr universities where traditional
. .,

.

-*disciplinary lines are jea.141y guarded, but in these institutions, it any yet remain, the
. 4it

study of public policy for science and technology would not be likely to flourish.

1'
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Between the inner core of social impact andr.the outer layers of specific aspects.of

techndscience-public policy interaction ties the area of investigation with which everyone

who sture-s.public policy foi- science and technology is concerned. This is the layer or area

-where attention is focused upon the ways in which government's deal wh science as an

institution and a resource. It is the area in which public policy for higher edualation, for

researchtand development:for international scientific cooperation-are considered and in

I
which the effects of technoscience upon politics, law and public administration are explored.

,..
,. , , ..

Four-fifths of the first semester.of the Indiana University stminar cover several aspects of this
4 ,

, .... A.

major rea of the field: This k the area of the study that seems most closely related to

polit cal science and to the study 'of public administration. It is the area-represented by

most university courses in science and public policy and rmay be considered as providing the

common and characteristic subject matter and focus fon.thefield.

Extending and summarizing this commentan delineating the field, several generali;a-

tions may be helpful. First, the field is multi-disciplinary; but with certaintraditional

disciplines assuming d primary role in different phases of the subject. Second, it divides

readily into subfields and into topics for which fairly well defined Ilterattires.arg available

a. .

. and for which separate and specialized treatment is feasible. orhird, the inner layers or

core.sulisiiiiect matter otlithe field imply an understanding of the nature and significance of

science and technology, but they do not requil'e unlimited ,substantive scientific knowledge.

Obviously, knowledge of one or more sciences and of the history of science would be highly

beneficial to anyone working in the field.. Sotne'knowledge of the substattce of science

becomes necessary,where, as in TopiCs 16-30 in the Indiana Seminar, the effects and impli-

cations of specific technoscientific theories of pr acticefare considered.

dt
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The foregoing reroarks assume the existence of a field (or, to paraphrase Kash; a

.

unon-discipline" rather than a non-field). Whenever there is a systemic body' df phenomena

amenable to study, a field for stud exists. As Brewster Denny has obsdrVed and our

bibliographical studies at lndiancr ave confirmed, there is c-large anNprOurditerature

on science and public policy awaiting organization into an academicfield of study, ,The

"-
fields of inquiry have already been identified by writers and researchers. The organizatibn

.

of the bibliography that i being published 'at Indiana University tkis year with NSF ctisis=

tance, and the design of courses at Indiana, Purdue and'at it of the other schools

now offering instruction in the field have, in the main, followed the topical groupings

indicated by the literature. The organizational problem is not formidable as it might at

first,seem.
-

More serious from the viewpoint of instruction and course planningis the level of

generalization. This has been a continuing problem in all disciplines and will presumably

continue to be so so long as knowledge eipands. In a-new field the task is especially

difficult because there is little by way of evaluated expeiience to rely upon. Traditional

academic respectability usually indicates narrowscope, low level of generality, and

elaboration of the subject matter in depth. Although I vioulci certainly be opposed to levels

of general ization that were detbched from a sojid informational base, I neV. itrr theless believe
igia

that the very purpose for which pubic pOlicy for science and techndlogy is studied implies

4r ,
a relatively high level of generalit." are

The levels of geAerality indicated by ttspics of the Indiana seminar Were selected

upon the basis of trial,- conjecture, and experience in other universities. Among the

alt

1
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considerations relevant tofinding the appropriate level of generalityis the informational

background and comprehension levet of the student and the state o4 the literature. en

addition, a very practical consideration is the ability and inclination of the insfwctor.

.

As to the relative merits of extension in depth or breadthPit woulciparaOrase a remark of

George Sarton by saying the both approaches ". . .are equally inexhaustible; they are

equal ininfinifude." General,kndWledge as Sarfon nofed, is not the same as universal
_ .4

knowledge: "Ple may know a general field without knowing eyery detail of it."

In planing the Indiana University seminar we have tried to a i rystalization at

any fixed level o f generality. The course is a responte to the needs artel-int erestsnterests-of stu-

dents. These needs, Mte sts, and theinfOrmational"baCkgrounds of students will vary
-.- _.

We have therefge designed a course-syllabus that will hav l'stdaptability for the

indjiciduak, will facilit study on his own initiative, and will permit in -depth study to

be tdrried as far as any student is able to take it. Topical outlines aid abstiacts provide

a detailed and comprehensive overview of the subjecrmatter of the topic The outlines

_suggest the range, t omplexity, and ramifications of the-topics, but this does ot-imply

that all sub-topics are to be studied.in equal depth or,, indeed, in Iept.h at all. Almost
N.

every topic in the course could be easily expanded into.a full tWO-4 -three semester hour

course. The references, keyed to the tpical outlints, providefts extensiveand thorough

,44 coverage of the topical field as all but the most specialized interests would require,

NeVerthel8r the level of generality will be a matter for decison in any given course for
/1 - .

, ._
any specific group of students. The final geligalizafion that

n.-

I would offer op this problem
? ;

ii that the most
,
productive,anddefensible basis for decision here is the learning process of

1

1
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the student. Whatever focilitatesp

seem to me to be meritorfous;

ent I arning, and initiative i.n learning, would

'41.

In any new field of study bibliography presents prOblems. With the current prolifera-
.*

z

, tion of publication, sheer volume of material becomes problematic in, many fields and pub-

1

1 C policy for science and technology is one of then," When, threNears ago, we began

to deSelop a curricuitm at Indiana University, we surmi d that the paucity of published
fi

materials would-be a major handicap. But Ace soon lear that the reverse was true and

(that there was a very large liteiature in existence that had not been identified. The refer-

ence base for.our seminar Consists af.approximately 3,000 articles and.books and we con-.

tinually find materials that should be added. We have recently published the first volume
.

of ,a bibliogrophkf sciencei technotogy.,''and public policy with the assistance of flee

National Science Foundation. This 500 page volume lists and annotates books, monographs,
41

4
and government documents. For the second volume we alreac* have broughtOgether/twice

os mud aritionalmatefial from an already selective list of journals- The bibliography,

plus a new bibtliogrophicar 'service by the Battelle Inititute and numerous specialized biblio-

graphies now available, should greatly ease the problem of the selection'of readings for the

designer of new courses in the field.

Two different kinds of bibliographical problems,however, emerge from the nature of

the literature. First, it contains few, if any, general systematic works resembling textbooks.

Collected estays and symposia are numerous, and,in major subfields they re comprehensive

o

studies thai Could provide basic reading for, courses in, for example, the history of American

science poliCy. General systematic forks will probably appear in response to a developing

0
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.

clientele A second problem, for which tillksoluNon is less obvious; is that of rapid change
. 4411F,

in the literatute. This circumstance is also characteristic of all fields-of study today and

espfciallyin the sciences. The pertinence and vitality of a course in science polio are

greatly increased by use of contemporary materials, and this requires use of the journals,

Congressional committee prints, and other government documents, and frequent and some-

times legally questionable use of Xerox copiers.

.*
The use of contemporaneous material does pose, problems of cost -on 'me. The peri-

odicarliterature is distributed over a much wider range of journals than is characteristic Of

the establisted disciplines. Our. bibliographical work has indicated that there are at least

fifty journals that regularly and frequently publish pertinent material. Unlike thedisciplines-,..

of economics, physics or engineering, the are presently no journals exclusively devoured to

the subject matter of the field. Possibilitiet for such a journal' are currently beingeonsidered.

but the nature of the field itself sugigts that a wide dispersal of published writingi may
.

always be expected. The investment of materials,search-time by the- instructor may.there-
....-- . .

, 'a

fore be expected to b6 greater- than in most other fields. a ,

i .

Extensive. use of periodical material implies costs of replicitillon. Copyi;igfit require-

ments
g

ments also complicate the use of journals", as some reproduction of articles is'usuolly neces-

'sary. These problems remain to be coped with as no immediate convenient solution.appears

. .

likely. Money for materials replication should, however, be provided in the budget for

any new course or pr?kram in science, technology, and public pcilicr.

A final problem of currictilum development is the preparation of the instructor himself,'

the first generation of scholars in this field hos been largely self-developed. They have

ST
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emerged from diverse academic backgtounds, often byildingon successful careers in other fields

of scholarship or of public service, 'Harrison Nowa, Don K.-Price, and:Eugene RabinOwiteh

nay be cited as cases in pOint. We ate now beginning to receive the first products of a second

generatiOn of scholars who have received'at least some formal training in the universities that

have pioneered in this field. It seems probable, however, that there will continue to be a

100
horizontal movement of scholars into thisofield b s disciplinary lines. The'natural sciences

from the ou4etof this .development have been a major source for leadership in what is essentially a

social science, although multi-disciplinary, field. .1 believe that the conti%Ja'tion of this

cross-disciplinary flow is indispensilile to the vitality of.the field and should le encouraged.

We need to create suitable opportunities for post-doctoral reconversion of scholars whoY.
bring competence in particular sciences into the science policy field. Existing pOst-dodtoral-
programs are generally; intended to deepen,,the 'competenliof the scientist 1n his special field

of investigation. Nevi types of post - doctor's grants may be needed if scholars trained in the
0

sciences:-social as well as
4
natyral--are to contribute with full effectivenesS to the fieM_of

science policy studies.

At Indiana *versify we hav our entrance into this newly developing field a

challenging and excitirt experience.' Our efforts have been Confined lb the graduate.level of

instruction. The study of public policy for science and technology will probabpirnain pri-

marilyv graduate field. In the developmental phase of curriculum-making it is easier and more
I .

\ "economical to workswith relatively smaJl numbers -of.relatively mature students. Ultimatelji, 4

4 .
. however, s e part o the science and public policy curriculum should be made available to

c

undergraduate. But this prospect opens another very large field of discussion. It is related to
v.-

. .

. ---
.the very large questicin of how best to assist undergraduate understanding of science, both in

i .

substance and as an influence in the world today.. For these'matters other discussions at other'

i

times and places will.be necessary. .
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REVIEWING AMERICAN SCIENCE POLICY

By Philip B. Yeager

45.

I am not quite sure that I can say exactly what science policy is. It seems To-Ise one

of those phrases that has come into popular usage without any generally agreed upon definition.

-In fact, "science policy" reminds me4mewharof the old story of thq blind man and

the, elephant. It depends on which part of it you have touched -- or which part has touched

you. In short,.there does not-appear to be -- and quite possibly there cannot be -- any uniform

concept of what science policy is intended to do, let alone what it may be. f I

Now, hawing saidthis much, I will proceed to say what our science policy is, or

what I think it is -- if you will overlook the anomaly.

Please keep in mind that I am talking only about the policy of our national government

with regard to science and technology -- and then, for the present anyway, only.in a domestic

sense.

What is the domestic science policy of our government? .1 view It-in very elementary

terms as first the continuing ctevelolDment of science and ttichnololy at an optimum rate. This

'development is of majOr importance to the nation. Why? -There are three major reasons.

4
1. Improved sciencp'and its applications can help.iis solve the severe. problems which

afflict our society. This includes our national security and has special reference to weapons

systei and their deployment dnd use; it includes our efforits to deal with deteriorating physical

65
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environments, with crime, with urban decay, with automation, with congested traffic, with

medical care, with racial unrest, with the economy, with 'overpopulation, and, perhaps most

of zik with understanding the ecology of the planet.'

2. Improved science and its support isinecessary in order to supply new muscle and

intellect for our educational system -- without which the, cuture would, indeed, look bleak.

Government has come to depend on the educational institutions of the nation fdr the bulk of

its researc eeds. Those institutions have similarly come to depend on the government foll

aid in developing the ce facilities and research projects. It is a two-way street and

a fact now rather freely acknowledged on both sides.

3. Improved science is valuable for its oWn.'sar<e. It is a significant part of the

evolution of human. civilization. There was.a time, and no so very long pgoi when the b

of our civil servants invny of the three branches of government certainly did not construe

science in the pure pursuit of knowledge as a very proper object of the taxpayer's dollar.

The scales probably began to tip in the'post-Wood War II era when Americans became aware

of the debt they owed to the 'pure" Science-of europe -- and esoe&ally to Enrico Fermi-,

Niels Bohr, Albert Estein and Lise Meitner ,--an Italian, a Dane, an Austrian and a Ger.man.!

Let there be no mistake -- the-real political motive behind even stIllacts as creation of the

NOtional Science Foundation was hope of practical gain of one sort. or another. But we in,
government, had at leP prOgressed to the point where we recogniied that we had to know the

i

basic tricks if we were to pull any applied rabbits from the scientific hat-. Since then,. I , i
i

believe there has developed a much more intellectual and sophisticated view of science by
,

.

Congress and the Executive chiefs It isnot universal by any means - but there is novie

66 .
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-
laege number who recognize the intrinsic value,of science not alone for what it provides

materially, but for its promise in letting man live in harmony with and understandjhg of the

natural world around him..

The second element of our Federal science pblicy is --in view of the foregoing

reasons -- to support science and technology wherever and whenever feasible, in the univer,

sities, in industry, in the non-profit organizations -- within the government itself.

And so in the past two decades Uncle Sam has evicierIced a willingness to put fpx-

payers' money to uses which would not have been dreamed of, let alone tolerated, three
) .

decades ago. Prior to World War II federally sponsored research was aimed almost solely at

agriculture and electric power, with a little on the side devoted to aeronautics and certain

aspects of transportation and defense. Today a, dozen or more 'federalAgencies are putting.

, .
$17 billion into research and development -- almost ten percent of the federal budget --

ranging all the way from lunar landings to oceanography and froin auto exhaust controls to the

sex life of the aphid.

In effect, a new meaning has thus been given to the-constitutional "science" clause --

one not partiqlarly contemplated by the Constitution's chief protagonists, Madison, Hamilton.,

and Jay, but one undoubtedly in accor

and Jefferson,

The third element of our fe e a cience policy ,has been, up to thispeint anyway,

that control of the support for science and technology should not be centralized. No one or

with the thinking of, such early technicians as Franklin

4

two agencies should be responsible fbaritqlerally_ sponsored research, nor should the main ones

whosechiefimission is research, such as NASA, NSF, NIH,IAEC,-NBS, ESSA,' Marine ,

4
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Resources Council, and Coast and Geodetic Survey, be regrouped and housed under a

single roof., The premise' has been, and it is still accepted, that federally sponsored

.science must nut be under the thumb of a single super-bureau hich might easily prove.
- rip.

b. MB*I.
rigid, biased, or unimaginativejn its role as compiroller.of all sciencessupport.

/ .l -
. , 4.

Fortunately, the government, the academic community, and industry all agree

on this--and not only in regard to applied research, which is easily understandable

from illy vantage point of Agency missitms, but in regard 4o basic research as well. The

rationale for multiple-source funding of basic research is somewhat more subtle and complex,

but it exists nonetheless and also seems accepted up to this time.

Is this really a national science policy? It certainly is not a vefiy complex, struc-

hired or detailed policy. It really is not even an enunciated or necessarily a permanent

policy. It is mostly an implied,,rnodus operandi. And it does not begin to explain how

things work with regard to priorities, the relationships between administrator and scienist,

the problem orthe poor versus the rich university, or of geographical distribution.* It does

not attempt to describe the scientific estate or the "establishment," so-calledthough

many gre convinced there is sill, a thing and that it really determines American science.

policy.

But all of these matters are fuzzy. *it is very difficult to pulil out any formula or

observation which Can be stated as a uniform. , predictable pOlicy with respect to any one

of them.

To take one example-141e 200 BEV accelerator proposed for Weston, Illinois. What

rationale is behind the pr ty given to the accelerator? (Not that given to the facility

itself.) Who was most responsible? NAS? The Congress? AEC? NSF? OST and FCST?
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PSAC 1. Or Was it the remnants of the011d World Wiir ll Lincoln Labi-Los Alamos a5kvhose.' Ilr .
. Ai

. . . ..

guidinglights are sometimes allegeci to have beek dominating U.S.. science eve since?
-,.. ...

ess Whaitg, ic actually governed the selectionof the site? istnd,-Iin this case,4sdid an In-groUp"
. , * . .

i . 4
make the reciommeedation; and if so, was its real advice followed? These are questions on

J

M
,J .

1
.

which,we have all read much and speculated Much. CXainly, they are questioni of policit.
444 'l-

e

. .,

Just as certainly, very few know thelkers, and I-sometimes wonder if anyoll116 knows them .. :, -.. .
,. '

..* . ) ..-- ,

all. a
'''6,'6, .

.0

'
aut the point he,re is to suggest that many of the-iMportant details of federally assisted

.
soieQtifid endeavor in this country are-decided-without responsibility to any policy, formal

rib . . I.
. . .

1 .

t ce
40

,- or -111t orrtlal, other thiip,the rather general one here outlined. Whether or not this is a good
. . .

thing; 'of course, is open to discussion.'
a. 45c

- . ,,
*fib Suppose we speculate a moment on the immediakk fufure of goverfiment-sponiored

. - . ,
., . . .

scieAce .15n this country. We' have all5heard, many pridictions,"Thost of them gloomy. Sotibof °-
,

4

. 4

this stems from the graduate-studerit-drOft problem: some from' the gold problersome from the ''
... ..

. . -

of
0,

pressures on fede'

ton with other ne

encies to get out 'of basic reirarch, but most of it comes.froin.--c6mpeti-

milit and sociar, which have .ifircrecompelling. Everything you

. -.
have read in the tradekess on this score inrecent months has been petty seary, but I am

not sb sure thingttire all,that black. ,Let us look at the'.1969 federal budget, for.example, ....

w

r'
?

... 4140

National -defense accounts fo[ forty-three rcent of it, abbut:$80 billion, which-
, ! ,, i--.4

..

alone is about thesame- as the totbr Te-deral budget of our heaviest World War il years-,, Clearly,

' A
.

.
-e

e. ibmeone is due tc:izet hurt. And they have be p. But how has-researoh and devOlopment fared?
.

4- .- ia
. ,.

11

Six agencies have experienced cuts from the 1968 level: .'Agricultbree$15 million;
`

1

I

.

69
t
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Maritime Administration,. $7 million; HEW in health facilities construction, $29 riiijilion;

AEC, $24 milii6n; NA A, $447 million; NSF in institutional programs, $31million.
.,--- . -; i

6 .!? . This total's $553 million.. BLit overall federal research and de,elopmen is up er 1968I 44111. ., . p"
g

.e

by nearlVa'billion dollaajo41.6.6 bill ion1 --orover a.billion dollar incase to $17.3

billion, depending on how orb classifies certain items. Either is an alr-fime high. The

biggest part of the increase, naturally, as in military-sponsored research. Yet it seems
4,

significant that, in spite of the squeeze, civil research and develcipment,is up nearly
.

$70 million to $6.9 billion - -onto $.8.4 billion if you countatoAhic energy research factors

hid has.ecial significance for both the military and civil.

ere are severaVways of vie-wing thesefigures. One is to note a drop in the

.annual percentage increase. It is up aboutiour-and -a-half percent from 1968' to 1969.

This compares with The Eisenhower years wliftn research and development increased on of a
4'.

annual a era of fifeteen percent and the Kennedy years when ,it increased annually by
J

sixteen- and -a -half percent...The John's& adminstraillen has seen an average increase of

about three perfi;nt. Some people bemoan this os not doing much more than keeping-pace/4b

/°' ,

-with inflation. It* 41
`However, I am not willing to'reed into this a disenchantmentwitlkience and de

tqchnology op the part of the public, as some observers do. The dawn of the Space Age,'

s'

,
tremAndous spurts iruresearch and development, and by no means alai of it for space,

militarycame in the Eisenhower=Kennedy years. Xnd mthe great demand for dollars has .

-been' almost exclusively within the tenure.of President Johnson. Think what you Iike
. -

about Vietriam or our civil disorders and erdding environment--it i$ hard for me to e

any special meaning from the fact that they exist simultaneously with a slow-down in sciende

I
C

I 4
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spending, other than a natural corn Ition for a limited number of dollars. The case for

'
the public's caring less about science may be a good one, but it does not yet seem to have

a truly substantial base.

Of momertinerice, perhaps,' is a comparison of research and development spending

with the controllable part of'the budget. The Burebu of the Budget puts national defense in

a category by itself. It then liststertain programs as "relativelruncontrollable-..." These

include Social Security, Medicare and similar trusts of $38:5 billionp..interest on the public

debt of $14 billion; public assistance, V:7 billion; veterans benefits $5.2 billion; farm

", price supports, $2.9 billion; to give. some 'examples.

f

This leaves, out of the overall $186'billlbn budget, $39.5 billion that is 'Velatively
#

controllable." If we, consider all of the federal committments to'research and-development

cis "Fontroflable" they arribuntto almost forty -four fiercerit of the controllable part of the

*
budget: If we eliminate military-research and development, the civirportiOn'is still

a* . . . Aw t,
twenty-:one percent of the controllable part of the budget. -This seems to be a pretty high

....

figure, acrd it can be left to the reader's own assessment whether it signifies a down-grading

Pif.
of science and technology.,

,fie
On the othes F;and, there can be,little doubt that if Doer military ancfsocipi-support

programs continue to escalate, *competitiph for funds in the ''OonNoilable" part of the
. . ._ ''

'---- btdgetjs bound to get.tightet and tighter: Science.will FTve to,fight to maintain its

.
relative pbsition in the affections of the, fedeial treasury. I am not competent to make

,

any suggtstians aboutiwhat to do about it. But I shall quote the recomrneridations of a

member .of Congress who is an "old pro" and wir is by no means antagonistic fo the fedAral

support of science and techn 9lo9y.
1*
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/ First, the science Community should take greater pains to make

..... ft* that its effinits contribute directly and indirectly tdigifogreft
-beAefiting every man°, 4man and child in4he cCZntry. The pyblic
won't buy scieric'e fbr'science's sake, so sell it to them for their own

-sake. Thetpublieiriterest is in%the /human itences'man as a
living being and man, in his environment. That is where it is going .
to put its money:_ Adjust yoor research priorities to the public's
priorities to the extent:you can, Tge public dpet not askfot.a money- 4,

back guaranteeif your/idea* eails,.,,but it wants reasonable assurance
of some visible benefitsif it siliceeds. .

w .

Second, the public should be reminded ceaselessly by scientists
. of their vital cOntributions fo nationarsecurity. There is no function ,'`

1 more appropriate for the Federal government than to provlde for notiVrial
defense.' And there is no other purpose for ich taxpayers more willimg7
ly approve expenditures, I do not mean that everrreseara pig-in-a-poke,
stamped inationalsecurrty possibility' should be funded, I do mean. hat
where reasonably there is such a. possibility you hovel responsibility to
your pr.:+ssion fcirnake it 'early kriown,

t 1--- . . .

Third, I regiedtf recommend that you stop kliking exclu=
*sively on Uncle Scrai'lcdoo for yoUr research support and start hitting '-

up.the rich private foundations forsbm e 6f their money. They have
largely stayed awailLom grants to the 04)10 scientists. They Piave
done so becabsejhelSvernment was su rrigrg them generously. Now
that thisis no longer a fact, it shOuia.be made knOwn 'to the foundationsfoundati..
and their assistance sought. c

...^

I
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I simply bring this to your attention for what it is worth, and I do not nedeeltrf

suggest it as a method that ought to.be followed, It may' be offensive to many scientists

for a variety at reasons. But t would paint out that when tone is dealing with money' of
4

1N, r4 '
this magnitude, one cannot help' conflicting and competiAg'with those or a pragmatic

$ .

and usually p&suasiveturn of mind. Maybe, in the final analysis, it al Isclepends on .

- .
whether, in the mind of the scientist, the game is worth the candle; is worth the.effort to

_

develop,real public underst ing of the value of sciellie to society,

p.

.7a
44
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If it is any comfort, the scientist might keep in-mind that Uncle Sam is now pretty

. . t . -

well convinced that researchand development is o way of life. He has to have it in order.

53.,

.

`to help solve .the enoimous problems which confront him. And, as Vice President Humphrey

cecently observed, in,one way or another !Ale San) is going to get th information and
t-

expertise that public necessities fequire.

Meanwhile, a,conqicleroble ferment is going on within Congress itself which may
. 'I& 5 .1

result iri new facetfof publicpoliby which' could conceivably crystallize into/part of our
et

sdience policy, Half a dolencomrnittees of both/House and Senate are so engaged, mostly'
. . .

in Connection with spe,,iifk problems, howeverd,it,ch as the brain drain, re-search versus

, .

teaching, social science suppOrt, *Pollution and the.environmental effects of nuclear en gy.
.

The most brodd gouge activity of/which:1,am _aware, however, is 'that Of The House

of kepresentatives mittee on Science, and Astronautics in cannection.with Tec'hnology,
't.

Assessment. We are making strong efforts to develop new methods of assessing technology
I i t ' 4

and parlicularijra Liiy, with i n9 the Congress-to gauge correctly whece we shoUld
I, . -

'pifice our su port for applied scentce. Tov.tard this e d Congressman Daddario hasintro-
.I.- I

ductd exploratory legislation forthe creation of d Technology Asstumentliciprd within
. . 1,. .

#

the Legislative branch. We hcnielbield semi with the sociacientists On the subject;
. .

. . it OP
we re, pursuing individual technology assessment problems,tlirough hearings;and'we are

. 4

j
a ,
t

with
.1 . c' 6onfrocting t boththe.0 mAcadey of Sciences and tie Academy, of Engineering for

_ .., ,
. . .3.

specialized studies of technology assessment techniboe,s. - .
. ,

The kind of assent spoken of would cover all types of technological policies and

0, 491

problems. \For example, what do we do with federal laboratories which are; oh the verge bf

73
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...t
.c bmp IVing their.misgions? Are institutional' grants the answer to creating more "centers of

.

Iiici,entific excel lehce?" Can we'avoid the Possible disaster facing us through biological
.s * .f.,

-.,,,, disintegration by promoting ci the4eticol ecology?' If so, how do we do it?. ow-do, - , ,

-..

we assess the pros and cons of such ideas as damming Long rsland"Sound, waste disposal

e .

by deep-well.dumpling, building a fleet of SST's, digging a new sea-level Panama Canal,

lids or developing automated teaching-aids?

.hat we ore seeking here ot the moment ts not the answer to tiny g en problem, but

11Pa permanent, efficient mechanism which will help us gauge these, thinip, help usbalance

the good in technology against the evil, and do it before e have sOrny ch invested that it

is not economically feasible to break off or that the physical effects pf the new technology

have become irreversible.

bf and when we 'develop such a mechanism, I beliwie we witl have alnew and
4 .

important elemewit added to our science policy.

I

t

I 4

,
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